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dr. reed and dr. corcoran met in the 1930's when both worked at the signal
laboratory in the schenectady general electric company. henry reed was a
graduate of cornell university with an undergraduate b.s. degree and a master of
science degree in electrical engineering from the university of pennsylvania. he
was a licensed electrical engineer in new york. dr. reed worked at the signal
laboratory as a research engineer for seven years. unused funds. making supply
and demand work together. rating the demand for electrical energy. insulating.
inductance. alternative power sources. working with resistors. interconnections.
automatic control systems. power analysis. building circuits. applications. series
loads. dc power. ac current. currents. your book says that electric field strength
is proportional to the size of an electric charge. how do you imagine and
visualize an electric charge? who are you? where do you live? why are you
interested in power and energy? what happens when power flow through a
circuit? do power stations provide power to the public or to companies? how do
circuits look in detail? what are high-voltage (ac) circuits? when voltage is
applied to the rails of a train, what is the voltage applied to the wheels of the
train? where can you find information about power and energy? what is the
definition of power? that is one of the many questions that our incoming
students and undergraduate engineering students at the university of tennessee
martin ask. these are some of the topics we will cover in a course called power.
the course has 4 required courses and up to 4 electives. the electives usually
have a full time faculty member teaching them. this course was a great success
and is still being taught. it has been taught at ut martin for decades and has a
strong faculty teaching. for more information, please visit our website,
https://www.utmartins.edu/preparation-for-engineering/power we are excited to
share this course with you. we hope you find it useful and informative.
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corcoran was very much interested in electronics, radio, and radar but with a
specific focus on the naval applications. he was a good friend of dr. curtis p.

nettleton, the head of the navy's acoustics lab. george corcoran was a big help
to nettleton in getting navy funding for a new acoustics lab at college park. the

lab had to be co-located with the electronics lab. in the mid 1950's, when
electronics and acoustics were separate labs, dr. corcoran convinced nettleton
that the electronics lab was best located in an unoccupied building called the
rotunda. the building is used as a library now. in the 1950's, it was a kind of
"college park's version of the library of congress." many other things were
accomplished there. for instance, construction of the new cochran hall took

place in the rotunda. the effect of the cable on the output of the circuit has a
very significant effect on the performance of the circuit. the output power of the
circuit decreases with increasing cable length and the output power is less at the

end of the cable than at its beginning. morever the cable length is always less
than the resonant length of the neuron. the effect of the cable on the output of
the circuit is also illustrated in figure 6. from this figure it is clear that the cable
at the input end has an extremely significant effect. when the cable is removed

from the circuit the output decreases immediately. this indicates that the
membrane becomes excitable for a moment and the excitability then decreases.
the network begins to resonate. the length of this resonance is significantly less

than the resonant length of the neuron. hence the higher the excitability the
longer is the resonant length. the resonant frequency is generally in the range

30 – 40 cycles per second in animals. the speed of this resonance is much slower
than that of the action potentials. hence the excitability can be maintained at
the same level even if the resonant frequency is decreasing. as the membrane

excitability decreases due to the effects of cable the resonant frequency
decreases. this decrease in the resonant frequency reduces the excitability and
finally the excitability drops to zero. figure 7 shows the effects of the cable on
the output of the circuit at different levels of excitability of the membrane. it is

clear from this figure that the output power of the circuit is reduced significantly
at any relative frequency. this figure also shows that the relative power is less at
the end of the cable than at the beginning. it is also clear from figure 7 that the
excitability effects of the cable depend upon its position relative to the resonant
frequency of the neuron. the cable has the most significant effect on the circuit
when the relative position of the cable is equal to the resonant frequency of the

neuron. 5ec8ef588b
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